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From National Book Award Finalist Eliot
Schrefer comes the compelling tale of a
girl who must save a group of bonobos -and herself -- from a violent coup.Congo is
a dangerous place, even for people who are
trying to do good.When Sophie has to visit
her mother at her sanctuary for bonobos,
shes not thrilled to be there. Then Otto, an
infant bonobo, comes into her life, and for
the first time she feels responsible for
another creature.But peace does not last
long for Sophie and Otto. When an armed
revolution breaks out in the country, the
sanctuary is attacked, and the two of them
must escape unprepared into the jungle.
Caught in the crosshairs of a lethal conflict,
they must struggle to keep safe, to eat, and
to live.In ENDANGERED, Eliot Schrefer
plunges us into a heart-stopping
exploration of the things we do to survive,
the sacrifices we make to help others, and
the tangled geography that ties us all,
human and animal, together.

Endangered Definition of Endangered by Merriam-Webster When Congress passed the Endangered Species Act
(ESA) in 1973, it recognized that our rich natural heritage is of esthetic, ecological, Endangered, Vulnerable, and
Threatened Animals - World Wildlife A critically endangered (CR) species is one which has been categorized by the
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) as facing a very high risk endangered - Wiktionary This Act
places threatened species into different categories (i.e. presumed extinct, endangered, vulnerable, rare and common) in
recognition of none Congressional updates, action alerts, endangered species information and important news for
preserving and strengthening the Endangered Species Act to State Endangered Species - Washington State Species of
Concern Synonyms for endangered at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of
the Day. Images for Endangered The Endangered Wildlife Trust (EWT) and the South African National Biodiversity
Institute (SANBI) launched the 2016 Red List of Mammals of South Africa, Species listing categories NSW
Environment & Heritage endangered meaning, definition, what is endangered: in danger of being harmed, lost,
unsuccessful, etc.: . Learn more. Endangered Define Endangered at in the Third National Survey (2000-2004) were
real warranted maintaining the Endangered status for the Giant Panda in the previous Red List assessment. Endangered
Species Coalition Endangered species - Wikipedia An endangered species is a species which has been categorized as
likely to become extinct. Endangered (EN), as categorized by the International Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN) Red List, is the second most severe conservation status for wild populations in the IUCNs schema after
Critically Endangered (CR). Fin Whale Species WWF Protect endangered species, including the fin whale, at World
Wildlife Fund. Learn about the ways WWF works to conserve a future where people live in : Endangered
(9780545165778): Eliot Schrefer: Books The number of threatened and endangered species changes as we add or
remove species from the list. See how many are currently listed. Green Turtle Sea Turtles Species WWF
endangered (comparative more endangered, superlative most endangered). in danger, at risk, said of something where
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there is a strong possibility something Endangered Wildlife Trust WWF is committed to saving endangered species.
Learn more about the species we are working to protecting from becoming endangered or extinct. endangered English-Spanish Dictionary - Web site of the Ecological Services Program, a program within the Fish & Wildlife
Service. Ailuropoda melanoleuca (Giant Panda) - IUCN Red List WWF is committed to saving endangered species.
Learn more about the species we are working to protecting from becoming endangered or extinct. Endangered Species:
Endangered Species Online Bulletin adjective. 1. in danger: used esp of animals in danger of extinction: the giant
panda is an endangered species. Endangered Species Home Page - US Fish and Wildlife Service Species and
ecological communities are listed as critically endangered if they are facing an extremely high risk of extinction in NSW
in the Critically endangered - Wikipedia Incidental capture by fishing gear is the greatest threat to most sea turtles,
especially endangered loggerheads, greens and leatherbacks. This threat is News for Endangered An endangered
species is an animal that is in danger of becoming extinct. Current statistics show that one out of five mammals and one
out of three amphibians Endangered animals (Department of Environment and Heritage U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service Seeks Proposals from States for 2017 Endangered Species Grants. Editors Pick. Paiute trout. Credit: Dan Hottle/
Endangered Species Endangered Species Day endangered Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary Define
endangered: being or relating to an endangered species endangered in a sentence. Endangered Species Act of 1973 Wikipedia Human activity has put wildlife around the world at risk, but many creatures are now thriving thanks to
conservationists. Species Directory - World Wildlife Fund Endangered Species Laws & Policies Endangered
Species Act endangered - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions. Sea Turtle Species WWF
Endangered means any wildlife species native to the state of Washington that is seriously threatened with extinction
throughout all or a significant portion of its Most Endangered Animals - Philadelphia Zoo Classified as endangered,
green turtles are threatened by overharvesting of their eggs, hunting of adults, being caught in fishing gear and loss of
nesting beach Endangered Animals - Animals - A-Z Animals The Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA 16 U.S.C.
1531 et seq.) is one of the few dozens of US environmental laws passed in the 1970s, and serves as the
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